This study uses Monte Carlo experiments to produce new evidence on the performance of a wide range of panel data estimators. It focuses on estimators that are readily available in statistical software packages such as Stata and Eviews, and for which the number of crosssectional units (N) and time periods (T) are small to moderate in size. The goal is to develop practical guidelines that will enable researchers to select the best estimator for a given type of data. It extends a previous study on the subject (Reed and Ye, Which panel data estimator should I use? Applied Economics, 2011), and modifies their recommendations. The new recommendations provide a (virtually) complete decision tree: When it comes to choosing an estimator for efficiency, it uses the size of the panel dataset (N and T) to guide the researcher to the best estimator. When it comes to choosing an estimator for hypothesis testing, it identifies one estimator as superior across all the data scenarios included in the study. An unusual finding is that researchers should use different estimators for estimating coefficients and testing hypotheses. The authors present evidence that bootstrapping allows one to use the same estimator for both.
I. INTRODUCTION
For applied researchers using panel data, there is an abundance of possible estimators one can choose. A key issue is how one decides to handle cross-sectional dependence. There are three general approaches. One approach is to model the error-variance covariance matrix in the framework of Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR). Here the common estimator is Feasible Generalized Least Squares (FGLS), where the cross-sectional covariances are typically modelled parametrically. The classic reference is Parks (1967) and the corresponding datagenerating process (DGP) is commonly called the Parks model.
An alternative approach is to model the cross-sectional dependencies "spatially" (Anselin, 2013; Baltagi et al., 2013; Elhorst, 2014; Bivand and Piras, 2015) . This typically involves modelling the dependencies across units as a function of distance, in either a continuous or binary fashion. While this has the advantage of greatly reducing the number of parameters to be estimated, it comes at the cost of possible misspecification. Misspecification occurs if the nature of the respective cross-sectional dependencies cannot be effectively reduced to a function of distance (Corrado and Fingleton, 2012) .
Another alternative is to model cross-sectional correlation as a function of time-specific common factors (Pesaran and Smith, 1995; Bai, 2003; Coakley et al., 2006; Pesaran, 2006; Eberhardt et al., 2013; Kapetanios et al., 2011) . This approach has proven particularly popular in the macro panel literature (Eberhardt and Teal, 2011) . While the multi-factor framework for cross-sectional correlation allows one to incorporate a number of other important issues, it also comes at the cost of possible misspecification, because it greatly reduces the number of parameters to be estimated.
Despite the existence of more recent alternatives, the Parks model continues to be relevant for applied researchers. It is the underlying statistical model for Stata's xtgls procedure, as well as similar procedures in other software packages such SAS, Eviews, GAUSS, RATS, Shazam, and others. However, a major problem with this model is the large number of parameters that need to be estimated. In its general form, with groupwise heteroskedasticity, group-wise specific AR(1) autocorrelation, and time-invariant crosssectional correlation, the classic Parks model has a total of ! " #$! % unique parameters in the error variance-covariance matrix (EVCM) , where N is the number of cross-sectional units.
This causes two problems. First, the FGLS estimator cannot be estimated when the number of time periods, T, is less than N, because the associated EVCM cannot be inverted (Beck and Katz, 1995) . Second, even when T ≥ N, there may be relatively few observations per EVCM parameter, causing the associated elements of the EVCM to be estimated with great imprecision. As demonstrated by Beck and Katz (1995) , henceforth BK, this can cause severe underestimation of coefficient standard errors, rendering hypothesis testing useless.
To address these problems, BK proposed a modification of the full GLS-Parks estimator There are two reasons for writing this follow-up study to RY. First, there is a mistake in the design of their experiments. In attempting to construct explanatory variables that have the properties of "real world" data, they introduced additional autocorrelation that was not present in the source datasets. As autocorrelation in the explanatory variables exacerbates the effect of autocorrelation in the error term, this should affect their analysis.
Second, in their conclusion, RY called for additional experiments to confirm their recommendations. In the Parks-type error structures used by BK and RY, there are often more than a thousand unique elements in the respective EVCM. Rather than attempting to set "plausible" values for all these parameters, RY estimate these from actual datasets, and then set these estimated values as population values for the subsequent experiments. However, because RY's experiments were based on a relatively small number of datasets, there is concern that their recommendations may not apply to other datasets. A replication of RY that extended their analysis with different datasets provides an opportunity to test the validity of their recommendations.
Our study proceeds as follows. Section 2 summarizes the experimental design and datasets used for our experiments. Section 3 presents the experimental findings. Section 4 concludes.
Experimental Design
The data generating process (DGP). The experimental design for our analysis is taken from RY. Given N cross-sectional units and T time periods, we model the following DGP, , and
7 56 incorporates groupwise heteroskedasticity, time-invariant cross-sectional dependence, and first-order, common autocorrelation. The first set of experiments draw data from the Penn World Table. For a given sized panel dataset, say N=5 and T=5, we take the first N cross-sectional units and regress the log of real GDP on the ratio of government expenditures to GDP and a set of country fixed effects for the first T available time periods. We save the residuals from that regression. We then use those residuals to obtain estimates of the individual elements of the EVCM, ij , e s , i,j = 1,2,…,N, and ρ . We then repeat that procedure for all possible samples of T contiguous years.
These estimates are then averaged to obtain a "representative" EVCM, 
To obtain a representative vector of , values, we randomly select one contiguous, T-year period.
2 Let these values be given by ,. , where r and ρ denote the first order serial correlation coefficients of the regressor and the error term respectively. Thus, exaggerating the serial correlation in the regressor worsens the bias in the estimated coefficient standard error. We note that Beck and Katz (1995) made a related error on the other side in their Monte Carlo experiments by generating J KL values that were "random draws from a zero-mean normal distribution" (BK, page 638). By ignoring the role of autocorrelation in the explanatory variable, they diminished the problems caused by autocorrelation. This was pointed out in a replication study by Reed and Webb (2010) . 3 The maximum N and T values listed in However, data issues, usually caused by problems with the Cholesky decomposition function in creating simulated error terms, forced us to limit the sizes of some of the panel datasets. For the same reason, the actual number of datasets we were able to create is less than the total possible combinations from pairing all possible N and T values in the table.
< N. Each dataset produces either ten or eleven observations of ) -, one for each estimator (more on the estimators below). There are fewer observations per dataset when T < N, because, as noted above, one of the estimators (the fully specified FGLS with heteroskedasticity, autocorrelation, and cross-sectional dependence; also known as the Parks estimator), cannot be estimated in this case.
Heteroskedasticity is calculated from a given dataset's group-specific variances. We sort the associated standard deviations and take the ratio of the 3 rd and 1 st quartile values, The estimators. Through this gauntlet of diverse data environments we run the respective estimators. These are identified in TABLE 3. These are the same estimators studied by RY. All of the estimators correspond to a particular Stata or Eviews panel data estimator.
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Each estimator is a special case of the following:
where ] = ( , , \ = ) * ) -, _ is the "weighting" matrix, and 7 is the estimated EVCM. 7 For example, in the case of OLS with an assumed IID error structure (Estimator 1), _ = a and 7 = Z % a. In the case of Estimator 5 (FGLS-1A), _ = 7, where 7 is the diagonal matrix with group-specific variances on the main diagonal. Estimator 9 (FGLS-1B) has the same weighting matrix _, and thus produces an identical estimate, \, but estimates 7 using a robust estimator that clusters on time period, and thus produces different standard errors than Estimator 5. To measure accuracy in hypothesis testing, we calculate two measures. The first is the coverage rate, Coverage, defined as the percent of 95% confidence intervals around ) -that include the true value of ) -. We also calculate the absolute value of the difference between 95% and the coverage rate, |95 -Coverage|. Estimators for which |95 -Coverage| is closest to zero are judged to be superior with respect to accuracy in hypothesis testing.
As seen in TABLE 3, estimators 5, 9, 10, and 11 all share the same weighting matrix, _, weighting solely on (groupwise) heteroskedasticity. As a result, these estimators will produce identical coefficient estimates \ when using the same data (cf. Equation 7). Thus, in comparing estimators on the dimension of efficiency, we treat these estimators as one and refer to Estimator 5/9/10/11. When it comes to assessing their accuracy in hypothesis testing, they will be treated separately because they produce different estimates of =>? \ (cf. These recommendations are designed as guides for applied researchers, mapping observed/measurable characteristics of the data -such as the ratio of time periods to units, or the degree of heteroskedasticity or autocorrelation -to the choice of a "best" estimator.
Two things are noteworthy in this regard. First, the recommendations have "gaps." For example, when choosing estimators on the basis of efficiency, there is a recommendation for cases where T/N ≥ 1.50 and T/N < 1, but nothing for 1 ≤ T/N < 1.50. And when it comes to selecting an estimator based on accurate confidence intervals, and hence preferred for hypothesis testing, there is no recommendation when Autocorrelation ≥ 0.30. The reason for these gaps is that RY could not identify a consistently best estimator for these data situations.
Also noteworthy is the fact that RY recommend different estimators depending on whether one's primary interest is efficiency or accuracy in hypothesis testing. While this is unusual, it is not contradictory. The expression for =>? \ in Equation (8) does not have finite sample validity. The substitution of 7 for 7 is justified on the basis of the "analogy principle" (Manski, 1988) . While correct asymptotically --assuming the respective estimates of the EVCM elements are consistent --it may be a better or worse substitute in finite samples for some estimators versus others depending on the specifics of the deviation between 7 and 7.
Further, because 7 factors differently into Equations (7) and (8) 13, 0.19, 0.20, 0.21, 0.26, 0.30, 0.31, 0.32, 0.40, 0.42, 0.50, 0.52, 0.75, 1.00, 1.25 , and = 0.13, 0.19, 0.20, 0.25, 0.26, 0.30, 0.32, 0.38, 0.40, 0.50, 0.75, 0.95, 1.00, 1.25, and 1.50) . Estimator 6 is represented by the solid black line. It is interesting to note that the superior performance of Estimator 6 for 1.0 ≤ T/N < 1.5
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is an example of the "shrinkage principle." This principle "asserts that the imposition of restrictions --even false restrictions" can improve estimator performance (Diebold, 2007, p. 45) . Even though the population EVCM is characterized by cross-sectional dependence, the estimator that "falsely" omits cross-sectional dependence (Estimator 6) outperforms the estimator that correctly includes it (Estimator 7). The reason this "false restriction" is effective in these cases is because there are insufficient observations to obtain reliable estimates of the cross-sectional covariances in 8 (cf. Equation 3).
Our findings call for a modification of RY's second recommendation, which states:
"When the primary concern is efficiency, T/N < 1, and Heteroskedasticity > 1.67, use either Accuracy in hypothesis testing. Both outcomes distort hypothesis testing. Thus the "best" estimator on the dimension of accuracy in hypothesis testing is one for which |95 -Coverage| is closest to zero.
The table has four panels. The first two panels report performance results for the experiments where T/N ≥ 1 for the Reed and Ye (2011) FIGURES 5 and 6 illustrate the general point that hypothesis testing can be very unreliable when using standard panel data estimators. While the performance of Estimator 7 is uniquely dismal, many of the other estimators also perform unacceptably poorly. Even the "best" estimator, Estimator 8, has instances where its performance is less than stellar.
Looking across all four figures, it is clear that Estimator 8 (PCSE) generally dominates the other estimators across the diverse collection of experiments represented in FIGURES 5 through 8. While there are instances where one or more of the other estimators perform better than Estimator 8 in a given experiment, it is difficult to know whether this is anything more than sampling error. TABLE 5, along with FIGURES 5 through 8 allow then the following modification to RY's third recommendation:
RECOMMENDATION 3: When the primary concern is hypothesis testing, use Estimator 8 (PCSE).
Together, Recommendations 1 through 3 allow an applied researcher choosing panel data estimators from Stata or Eviews to easily select the "best" estimator. When it comes to choosing an estimator for efficiency, the researcher only needs to know the size of the panel dataset (N and T). That is sufficient to determine his/her selection. When it comes to choosing an estimator for hypothesis testing, the choice is even simpler: choose Estimator 8, the PCSE estimator.
Bootstrapping. While useful to applied researchers, the recommendations above require one to use different estimators depending on whether the primary interest is coefficient efficiency or accuracy in hypothesis testing. At the very least, this is awkward and difficult to motivate. It would be better if a researcher could use the same estimator for both estimation and inference.
In a recent study, Mantobaye et al. (2016) develop bootstrap methods for SUR models with autocorrelated errors. In this section, we demonstrate the feasibility of these methods by bootstrapping the Parks estimator. TABLE 6 compares the accuracy of the PCSE estimator with the parametric bootstrap from Mantobaye et al. (2016) . A full comparison lies beyond the purview of this study. However, the table provides some examples using Dataset 1 (cf. The advantage of bootstrapping is it allows one to use the same estimator for both estimation and inference, without the need of using an entirely different estimator for hypothesis testing. The disadvantage is that these methods are not yet readily available in statistical software packages, making implementation difficult and time-consuming.
Conclusion
This study follows up a previous analysis of panel data estimators in Reed and Ye (2011) . RY We identify a mistake in RY that affects their recommendations. Accordingly, we repeat the Monte Carlo experiments undertaken by RY, correcting their mistake. We also extend their study by including more real-world panel datasets on which to base our simulations. The result is a cleaner and more complete set of recommendations. In paricular, we identify two estimators, a FGLS estimator that weights on heteroskedasticity and the Parks estimator, as being most efficient depending on whether T/N is less than or greater than 1.50, respectively. And we identify the PCSE estimator as being best for hypothesis testing in all situations.
A major contribution of our study is that it maps observable characteristics of the data to a specific estimator choice. The superior performance of many estimators is often based on unobservable characteristics. For example, instrumental variable (IV) estimators are generally superior to OLS given a sufficient degree of endogeneity. In the absence of endogeneity, OLS will be superior because it is more efficient. But the degree of endogeneity is unobserved.
Tests for endogeneity can provide some guidance, but they do not allow one to conclude that IV is necessarily better/more efficient than OLS in a given situation. 12 Our recommendations are based solely on the ratio of T/N, which is readily observable. The ability to map data characteristics to estimator selection is potentially very valuable for applied researchers.
We note that while OLS with cluster robust standard errors is widely used by applied researchers, our experiments find that it performs relatively poorly on both efficiency and inference grounds for the small to moderately-sized panel datasets studied here. Thus, another contribution of our study is that it alerts researchers that there are better alternatives to OLS when the underlying DGP is assumed to be of the Parks variety.
Our analysis leaves several issues unresolved. One such issue is unbalanced data. All of the experiments above assumed that the panel datasets are balanced. It is not clear how these recommendations need to be modified when this is not the case. Another issue concerns dynamic panel data. All of the experiments above assumed static DGPs. As is well known, dynamic panel data have a number of complications that require special attention. Similarly, our analysis does not include many other panel data estimators, some of which we mention in the introduction above.
While we acknowledge the limitations of our study, it is still the case that the panel data estimators that come packaged in Stata and Eviews are widely used by many researchers. The fact that the best estimators separate out so clearly, across a wide variety of data environments, is striking. While additional work needs to be done, the findings of this study provide a useful start for researchers deciding which panel data estimator they should use. NOTE: PCSE coverage rates are taken from Monte Carlo experiments using Dataset 1 and the respective N and T values. Bootstrapped coverage rates are calculated using the parametric bootstrap method of Mantobaye et al. (2016) . Table 1 in Reed and Ye (2011) . 
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